Counterion effects in protein nanoparticle electrostatic binding: a theoretical study.
Effects of counterions on the folding conformation of proteins, bound electrostatically on the surface of charge-ligand functionalized nanoparticles, have been investigated based on the protein folding energy calculation. The folding energy of a protein has been taken as a sum of the short range interaction energies, like, the van der Waals attraction and the hydrogen bond energies, and the long range coulomb interaction energy. On electrostatic binding, counterions associated with surface ligands of nanoparticles diffuse into bound proteins through the medium of dispersion. As a result, bound proteins partially unfold, as observed in circular dichroism experiments, which has been realized using the "charge-dipole" and the "charge-induced dipole" interactions of counterions with polar and non-polar residues, respectively. The effect of counterions solvation in the dispersing medium, e.g., water, which causes water molecules to polarize around the counterions, has also been considered. The folding energy of bound proteins has been seen to decrease proportionally with the increasing number of diffusion of counterions and their polarizability.